We propose an interpretation for the (llγγ, M γγ = 60GeV) events, which have recently been reported by L3 group at LEP. This may be a first signal of 'Technicolor' theory.
The L3 group of LEP experiments has reported l + l − γγ events with M γγ ≃ 60GeV.
[1] There has been pointed out that this would be a signal for Z → (Z * → l + l − ) + (h 0 → γγ), where Z * is the off-shell Z boson and h 0 is the on-shell lightest CP-even neutral Higgs which completely decouples from the ordinary quarks and leptons but has couplings to the W , Z gauge bosons and Higgs bosons( a separate Higgs scenario). [2] Let us denote the virtual (off-shell) particles by attaching * to the particle names generically in this paper.
However this interpretation has the following serious difficulties:
1) Since B(Z → νν)/B(Z → eē) ≃ 6, the L3 group should have observed approximately 3 times as many 2γ plus missing energy events as the sum of eēγγ and µμγγ events (we neglect the event ττ because of harder experimental cut). However no such event has been found within the range M γγ > 10GeV at LEP.
2) The separate Higgs h 0 does not have a direct photon coupling and so (h 0 → γγ) can proceed only via one loop diagrams of charged particles. The only candidates for these here are charged Higgs, which demands that h 0 strongly couples to H ± . Then in order to suppress h 0 decays to the ordinary lepton/quark pairs, the parameters of the scalar Higgs interactions should be fine tuned to have maximum charged Higgs loop contributions.
To solve these difficulties, we should notice the following facts.
Let X be the new particle with its mass M γγ ≃ 60GeV which decays mainly into γγ and Y be the associated virtual particle whose main decay modes are charged lepton pairs and not neutrino pair (Fig.1) .
First note that Y has to couple to charged lepton pairs, eē or µμ, but not νν.
Then what is X which forbids the tree vertex XZZ? The answer is that X is a pseudoscalar (i.e., CP-odd) particle P . CP invariance forbids the tree vertex P ZZ (CP allows P ǫ µνρσ ∂ µ Z ν ∂ ρ Z σ term, but this is a non-renormalizable (dimension 5) operator). This is one important point of this paper. To see this we would like to remind the usual scalar interaction;
where φ 0 = (S + iP )/ √ 2 is a neutral scalar and g Z is a gauge coupling to φ 0 . And S is CP even scalar particle, and P is a CP odd one. From the above equation, we can find that P is a good candidate for X because there is no vertex P ZZ ( while the SZZ vertex would exist generally owing to S = 0). Once we regard P as X,
we can take S as Y , because there is a vertex ZP S.
In this way it turns out that a favorable possibility is that X is a pseudoscalar particle and Y is a scalar particle.
We propose here the following simple Technicolor(TC) scenario which can evade the difficulties of the separate Higgs interpretation; Z → (S * T → ll) + (P T → γγ) (Fig.2) , where S * T is a virtual technibound state (neutral scalar TC bound state) and P T is a on-shell neutral techni pion (pseudo Nambu-Goldstone boson (PGB)). Namely X = P T , Y = S T . And we assume that the techni fermions (TF) play only a role for breaking electroweak symmetry, but that they never give the masses of leptons and quarks. It is well known that generally the Higgs fields play dual roles in the standard model, generating the electroweak symmetry breakdown to yield massive W and Z bosons on the one hand, and giving the masses of quarks and leptons on the other hand. TC does a beautiful explanation for electroweak symmetry breaking but for the latter it still has various problems to be solved.
We here would like to separate the above roles in TC theory, and introduce only TC interaction without extended TC(ETC) interactions( a Separate TC). This is another important point. This kind of scenario (although in a bit different way) was first proposed by Georgi and Kaplan named as 'oblique hypercolor" theory. [3, 4] This attitude seems to be favorable for those who want to build more a consistent and realistic models (due to so called FCNC problem ). Under the condition of no ETC interaction, ⋆ P T → 2γ decay is generated via TF loops just like π 0 → 2γ decays.
S T can couple to gauge bosons via the TF loops which yields S * T → γ * → ll, S * T → γγ and S * T → Z * → ll, νν, and so on. The L3 data implies that the first process, S * T → γ * → ll, must dominate. Here we analyze under this assumption. Then S T can decay mainly into charged lepton pairs with the ratio
which is nicely in favor to the fact that γγ+missing energy process are not observed.
Similarly, we obtain,
This ratio is to be compared with the value of the Separate Higgs model (Z boson is mediated): R(h 0 ) ≡ B(Z → qq)/B(Z → eē) = 20.85 ( This is experimental value measured at LEP ). Thus our model predicts less cross section for γγ + 2 jets mode. More accurate experimental data is desired to clarify this point.
The question is whether S * T → γ process dominates or not. To answer this we have to solve the model dynamically. The QCD analogous discussion teaches us that S decays mainly into γγ, unfortunately. On the other hand, ρ is known to decay into lepton pairs and C invariance forbids γγ decay. So if Y is a vector state V T (like ρ meson), it couples directly to one photon. This replacement may solve all the above difficulties.
Finally we comment on the mass of PGBs. If one takes the usual TC one family model, for example, pseudo goldstone bosons(PGB's) are produced, which ⋆ It may be possible to introduce ETC like interactions so far as we keep their strength within the limit of experimental constraint of the decay width Γ(X → all) ∼ Γ(X → γγ). However we here assume complete decoupled TC model for simplicity.
acquire masses via the chiral-symmetry violating gauge interactions (other than TC). The mass of the lightest PGB P T is estimated via Dashen formula, [6] 0 < m PT < 100GeV.
which is to be compared with the invariant mass M γγ ≃ 60GeV.
In conclusion we here recapulate the main points of our results.
a) The new particle with M γγ = 60GeV observed by L3 group should be a CPodd particle, because the tree vertex ZZP is forbidden by CP invariance.
The point is that the existence of Z * → ννγγ vertex contradicts the fact that ννγγ event has not been observed yet at LEP.
b) The L3 event prefers to be interpreted by the Separate TC(STC) theory in which techni-mesons do not have direct couplings to ordinary quarks and leptons. This gives a natural interpretation why the main decay mode of the new particle is γγ.
There are a variety of possibilities as the candidates for such a CP-odd particle and for such separate TC fermions, which will be investigated in details in the forthcoming papers.
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